Leave No Trace Activity Sheet
To Be Used With Principle 5 Video

Where are some places you might make a campfire?

What are some reasons you might want to build a campfire?

Draw a picture of how Tigger built her campfire. How did she place the logs? Where did she put the tinder (little sticks)?
Unscramble the words to finish the sentences.

What are two alternatives to building a campfire?

KBCAACPK  ESVTO

RECELTIC  RANETLN

What is a low impact campfire outside of a fire ring?

NMUDO  EFIR

What is the best place to make a fire in a campground?

AIDETHBELSS  RFIE  RGIN

What do you do with ashes when they have burned down?

ROPU  AETRW

TSATCRE